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Interested in learning how to grow grapes? Ready to make your own wine? Then you will want to
listen on...Believe it or not there are effective ways on how to grow grapes properly. And I give them
to you within this guide. Here is just a bit of what you will discover within this guide - Grape Growing:
A Beginner's Guide to Discovering the Fundamentals of Growing Grapes.Selecting viable land for a
vineyardNotes on using organic fertilizerGuidelines for limestone and nutrient applicationPreparing
the vineyard for the planting seasonGeneral guidelines for vineyard designChecklist for the Annual
Care of Grape VineyardsGuidelines for Selecting Grape Cultivars This guide is designed for those
that are ready to learn about growing grapes for themselves and are looking for sound guidelines in
getting started. Lets face it, if you do not understand the basic fundamentals for grape growing, then
how might you even know where to start. Discover these basic fundamentals, apply them and be
well on your way to beginning your grape growing process. Growing grapes can be a daunting task
if you don't have the basic foundation on how to get started. Gaining knowledge and understanding
of how to effectively grow grapes and care for them, will have you beginning your vineyard on the
right foot.
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This book is geared for vineyard growth and assumes the reader knows more than a beginner could
possibly know. No illustrations to let one know the difference between a spur and shoot or how to
train or prune.

I love this book, and I canâ€™t wait to grow grapes in my own garden. When we lived in Oregon, I
spent a lot of time growing all sorts of healthy foods such as potatoes, tomatoes, strawberries,
watermelon and more. Iâ€™ve always wanted to enjoy a bountiful garden full of various grape
varieties. â€œGrape Growingâ€• by Bowe Packer answered all of my questions and more. This book
is perfect for beginners and seasoned gardeners or even small farmers.The author covers
everything from A to Z and his writing style is engaging and informative. I especially like the section
about preserving roots and organic farming. Bowe also goes into detail about how to care for your
grapes as the weather changes. Youâ€™ll find specific guidelines for March pruning and more. I
plan to buy the paperback edition right before we move back to the Northwest. I canâ€™t wait to get
back into gardening!

Don't bother... This is a very general book cranked out by a guy that writes books on stuff like astral
projection and health food fads ... It's also extremely short... Lots of triple spaced lists and white
space and empty pages... Not worth the money to ship it...

I wish I could be a grape grower as a career and a wine maker. That would be something I could
really devote myself to. This book about grape growing tells what you need to know in a
comprehensive and yet simple to understand way. It's like the kind of notes you'd make for yourself
if you thoroughly learned a subject and wanted the information handy.

Very usefull as expected
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